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Abstract
Cities are rapidly becoming composed of digitally-mediated components and infrastructures, their systems augmented and mediated by software, with widespread consequences for how they are managed, governed and experienced. This transformation has been accompanied by critical scholarship that has sought to understand the relationship between code and the city. Whilst this work has produced many useful insights, in this paper I argue that it also has a number of shortcomings. Principal amongst these is that the literatures concerning code and the city have remained quite divided. Studies that focus on code are often narrow in remit, fading out the city, and tend to fetishize and potentially decontextualises code at the expense of the wider socio-technical assemblage within which it is embedded. Studies that focus on the city tend to examine the effects of code, but rarely unpack the constitution and mechanics of the code producing those effects. To provide a more holistic account of the relationship between code and the city I forward two interlinked conceptual frameworks. The first places code within a wider socio-technical assemblage. The second conceives the city as being composed of millions of such assemblages. In so doing, the latter seeks to provide a means of productively building a conceptual and empirical understanding of programmable urbanism that scales from individual lines of code to the complexity of an entire urban system.
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I Introduction

‘The modern city exists as a haze of software instructions. Nearly every urban practice is becoming mediated by code’ (Amin and Thrift 2002: 125)

Over the past few decades software has become essential to the functioning of cities. It is deeply and pervasively embedded into the systems and infrastructure of the built environment and in the management and governance of urban societies. Digital technologies and services augment and facilitate how we understand and plan cities, how we manage urban services and utilities, and how we live urban lives. Software is used to produce, mediate, augment, and regulate systems and tasks. In so doing, networked digital technologies are helping to produce what has been termed ‘smart cities’: densely instrumented urban systems that can be monitored, managed and regulated in real-time (see Townsend 2013; Kitchin 2014) and whose data can be used to better depict, model and predict urban processes and simulate future urban development (Batty et al., 2012).

Thousands of papers and reports document the development of new digital technologies and their potential impact on cities and citizens or have examined the role software plays in managing urban infrastructures and practices. The vast majority of studies, however, focus on the development of new innovations and the production, deployment and effects of software from a non-critical, technological, engineering and governance perspective. A relatively small proportion take a more critical perspective, detailing how certain digital technologies produce new socio-spatial practices and effects (such as spatial sorting, algorithmic regulation, anticipatory governance, and control creep) and forms of networked urbanism and their wider social, political and economic consequences to urban life (e.g., Mitchell 1995; Graham and Marvin 2001; Graham 2005; Foth 2008; Shepard 2011). Only in a handful of cases, however, has critical and conceptual attention been focused on the nature of software itself, its underlying code, and its relationship to urban management, governance and practices (e.g., Thrift and French 2002; Kitchin and Dodge 2011; Kelley 2014).

Drawing inspiration from software studies -- a new field that takes software, and its production and deployment, as its object of critical analysis (see Fuller 2008; Berry 2011; Manovich 2013) -- these critical interventions consider the ways in which cities and citizens
are translated into code and how this code is then used to reshape cities and mediate the lives of their inhabitants. The principle argument forwarded it is that:

1. code is an actant that possesses ‘secondary agency’ (Mackenzie 2006), that is, it is ceded the power to process data and to make automated, automatic and autonomous decision-making and action, thus making aspects of the city sentient (Dodge and Kitchin 2007; Shepard 2011);
2. code transduces space, that is, it alters the unfolding production of space through its deployment (Dodge and Kitchin 2005);
3. the city becomes programmable, that is, open to recoding and remediation, but also to being buggy and hackable (Kitchin 2011; Townsend 2013).

Code, it is thus argued, through its work as an actant produces forms of coded space, wherein code augments or mediates the production of space but is not essential to its production, and code/space, wherein code is essential to a space being produced as intended. Much of the city is now produced as code/space, wherein if the code fails the space is not transduced as desired (e.g., if checkout software crashes then a space is transduced as a warehouse not a supermarket, or if check-in software crashes then the space is transduced as a large waiting room -- in both cases there is no longer any manual way to process transactions; code and space are mutually constituted). Moreover, code and forms of automated management are actively and extensively employed in the management and governance of urban systems, especially with respect to critical infrastructure and utilities (e.g., transport, energy, water) and policing, security and surveillance.

Despite the rapid development and deployment of digital technologies for augmenting city management and urban life, and the creation and rollout of new forms of networked urbanism, it is fair to say that critical analyses of the relationship between code and cities is small in number, underdeveloped conceptually, and lacking detailed empirical case material (the same can be said for software studies more generally). The speed of technological innovation and material deployment, and the power of the discursive regimes driving their adoption, is outpacing and outflanking critical reflection and intervention. Moreover, critical social scientists and humanities scholars are still struggling to get to grips conceptually with a series of interrelated phenomena -- code, ubiquitous computing, big data, networked urbanism, and smart cities -- at the same time as trying to map out and dissect their consequences and implications. My book with Martin Dodge, *Code/Space: Software and*
Everyday Life (2011), was an attempt to provide such an overarching, holistic conceptual framework and to make sense of the changes digital technologies were making to the urban condition. As with all such texts it was provisional -- a staging post rather than definitive guide.

In this paper I want to revisit some of the conceptual ideas we developed and to rework and extend them, focusing particularly on deepening and widening our conceptualisation of code and software. The rest of the paper is divided into two sections. The first focuses on code itself and the importance of delving into the nuts and bolts and mechanics of its constitution and operation, whilst at the same time not overly fetishizing code at the expense of the wider socio-technical assemblage within which it is embedded. The second focuses on how these socio-technical assemblages are framed within the wider discursive and material technological terrain and urban landscape, and interact and scale to produce densely instrumented cities consisting of millions of coded objects/systems all in dynamic flux. In this sense, the two sections are trying to find a way of dealing with the issue of productively building a conceptual understanding that scales from individual lines of code to the complexity of an entire urban system; of building a conceptual edifice that moves beyond marrying software studies to urban studies. This is no easy challenge, and I would see the arguments I make as another provisional step that others will hopefully help develop and make more robust.

II Thinking about code and the city

In Code/Space we argued that software needed to be understood as being both a product of the world and a producer of the world. Code -- the lines of declarations, procedures, commands and algorithms, expressed in different languages (assembly, scripting, procedural, etc) -- that when compiled create software are not simply the result of a neutral, technical exercise. Rather coding needs to be understood as a complex and contingent process, shaped by the abilities and worldviews of programmers and engineers, working in companies or on their own time, situated in social, political and economic contexts (Rosenburg 2007). Software development occurs in a collaborative framework, with individuals performing as part of a team or re-appropriating code from libraries or ideas from websites, books and magazines. Often several teams will work on different aspects of the same programme which are then stitched together. Teams can have different visions about what they are trying to achieve, and have different skill levels to tackle the job at hand. Software then is not an immaterial, stable, value-free product, it is a complex, multifaceted, mutable set of relations
created through diverse sets of discursive, economic and material practices rooted in particular locales. Moreover, this software does not simply represent the world, but actively participates in it, transducing space, reshaping work, transforming practices, and so on (Dourish 2001).

We argued for a need to, on the one hand, delve further into the nature of code itself, and in particular to start to unpick how coding is actively practised and code created in context, and on the other to examine the work that code does in the world. Here, I want to focus on the former. In trying to make sense of code and coding with respect to urban systems we advocated: (1) a focus on the code itself, deconstructing the lines of code and examining the ways in which elements of the world, and ways to think about and process them, are captured and formalised in sets of interlinked algorithms, and excavating how the code and algorithms evolve through revisions and editions as they incorporate new ideas, ambitions, policy and law; (2) ethnographies of coders and coding projects, including their wider social, political and economic framing. In other words, we posited a very software studies approach to making sense of code and cities.

I am still of the view that an in-depth focus on code and coding would be an enormously profitable endeavour. Given the huge growth in forms of algorithmic governance -- everything from recommendation systems, to automated forms of surveillance, to profiling and sorting -- it is becoming increasingly important to understand the aetiology of code (how algorithms are constructed and operate), how they are utilised, and to tease apart their inherent politics (see Gillespie 2014; Kitchin 2014b). This is evident in two recent, excellent software studies texts: Nick Montfort et al’s (2012) 10 Print, a detailed analysis of a single, but iconic, line of code; and Lev Manovich’s (2013) Software Takes Command, in which he provides an in-depth genealogy of the ‘softwarization’ of cultural media -- art, photos, film, television, music -- that has taken place since the 1970s. That said, I have a major concern with this approach in and of itself: it adopts an analytical lens that over-fetishizes and potential decontextualises code at the expense of its wider assemblage of production and use.

Since the publication of Code/Space I have written another monograph -- The Data Revolution (2014c) -- which I loosely thought of as the third book in a trilogy of sorts (Mapping Cyberspace: infrastructure; Code/Space: software; The Data Revolution: data) and started a large, five year European Research Council funded project, The Programmable City, than involves ten subprojects focused on the intersections of ubiquitous computing, software, big data and the creation of smart cities. Both projects have highlighted that the relationship
between code and the city is complex and diverse. Code/software are critical to networked urbanism, but so too are data, platforms, hardware, interfaces, and users. And none of these can be fully understood without being considered in relation to one another, nor outside of their wider context. This has been bought home to me in two ways, which when combined provide a path forward.

First, in *The Data Revolution* I develop the argument that to fully comprehend an open data system, or a big data product, or a research data infrastructure, one needs to examine its entire data assemblage (see Table 1). The apparatuses and elements detailed in Table 1 interact with and shape each other through a contingent and complex web of multifaceted relations. And just as data are a product of the assemblage, the assemblage is structured and managed to produce those data (Ribes and Jackson 2013). Data and their assemblage are thus mutually constituted, bound together in a set of contingent, relational and contextual discursive and material practices and relations. This argument can be equally extended to code/software (indeed, this is an extension of a discussion first expressed in *Code/Space* and also at the start of this section). For example, an app like Foursquare or a city GIS system consist of a large amalgam of apparatuses and elements that shape how they are conceived, developed, administered, operated, and interactions with them deployed. A GIS is underpinned by a realist system of thought; it pulls together and combines hundreds of analytic and visualisation algorithms and dozens of datasets and has to be able to handle lots of different data formats, standards, and protocols; it has a diverse set of accompanying forms of supporting documentation, trade and academic journals; the system and its data are maintained, updated and used by many collaborating stakeholders, through a diverse set of practices, undertaken by many workers, using a range of materials and infrastructures; its operational costs are a source of contention; its use is shaped by legal frameworks and regulations; it is one part of a multi-billion dollar industry and community of practice; and so on. And GISs continue to evolve and mutate as “new ideas and knowledges emerge, technologies are invented, organisations change, business models are created, the political economy alters, regulations and laws are introduced and repealed, skill sets develop, debates take place, and markets grow or shrink” (Kitchin and Lauriault 2014). They are thus always in a state of becoming. One cannot fully grasp the constitution, operation and work of a GIS by concentrating attention on its code, despite the fact that without code a GIS could not exist. It has to be framed as a socio-technical assemblage.

*Table 1: The apparatus and elements of a data assemblage*
Second, I have been trying to assemble my thoughts with respect to making conceptual sense of algorithms (Kitchin 2014b) and interfaces (Kitchin et al., 2014) that draws on related, but distinctly labelled literatures (e.g., critical code studies, HCI, new media studies), thus adding to my existing ideas with respect to infrastructure, code and data. This has led to a consideration, drawing on the discussion and conceptual diagrams of Montfort et al. (2012), Bogost and Montfort (no date), Van Dijik (2013, detailed in White 2014) and White (2014) (see Figure 1), of the make-up of the digital technology stack (the elements that work together) underpinning particular digital innovations/products/services that are deployed in cities. In my version of the stack there are six elements: material platform (infrastructure - hardware), code platform (operating system), data(base), code/algorithms (software), interface, and reception/operation (user/usage). Each layer has effects with regards to the others. For example, the hardware influences the choice of operating system, which shapes the choice of programming environment; the form and extent of the data influences how algorithms are constructed, as do user expectations and patterns of use; the interface is constrained by the hardware and shapes user experience of a technology, and so on (Montfort et al. 2012 has a nice discussion about how a single line of code and its output is effected by what language it is expressed in, what parameters are selected, and the hardware it is run on). Prioritising code, at the expense of the rest of the stack, places a constraint on developing a holistic, socio-technical understanding of how a digital technology is conceived.
and works in practice (White 2014). This holistic approach is also presently limited by each layer in the stack being the focus of a particular field of study -- new media studies, HCI, software studies, critical data studies, platform studies (see Figure 1).

**Figure 1: Digital technology stacks**
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Taken together, the notion of a data assemblage and technology stack, has led to the creation of an initial wider conceptual framing for *The Programmable City* project (from my perspective -- whether the other ten researchers working on the project subscribe to it is an open question) that intertwines these ideas into an overarching notion of a digital socio-technical assemblage (see Figure 2). Within this perspective, code/software is just one element, albeit a critical one, in a much wide assemblage that frames the interrelationship between code and the city. And making sense of a socio-technical assemblage needs to draw on ideas and empirical insights from a range of fields within critical social science and science and technology studies, including new media studies, game studies, human computer interaction, software studies, critical code studies, critical data studies, platform studies, as well as anthropology, sociology, political science, economics and human geography.

Unpacking a digital socio-technical assemblage then is no easy task, but it is manageable as a large case study given it is focused on a single assemblage, such as an program/app/system. The city, however, consists of millions of interconnected socio-technical assemblages, working in concert and contest to transduce the urban condition. A key question then is how to make sense of this dense, interconnected web of assemblages that are constantly working in dynamic flux? It is to this conundrum I now turn.

**Figure 2: Conceptualising the constitution of a digital socio-technical system**
III Thinking about code and the city

The problem with examining in detail individual socio-technical assemblages is that the city largely disappears from view. Certain elements get examined, but in isolation, meaning that a more holistic understanding of how various systems combine and interact to produce the whole is never formulated. Clearly cities are large, complex, multifaceted, open systems and it is all but impossible to fully comprehend all their interlocking systems. Nevertheless, it is possible to map out the ways in which socio-technical assemblages (mis)align, work together, compete, coalesce to form larger assemblages, and so on. To date, very little detailed empirical research has been conducted on how socio-technical assemblages are framed within the wider discursive and material technological terrain and urban landscape, and interact and scale to produce densely instrumented cities. Yet such research would usefully illustrate how networked urbanism is being built and functions in practice.

In contrast, urban studies suffers from the converse problem. Since the early 1990s, as noted in the introduction, a fairly substantial literature on the development of networked urbanism and smart cities has emerged. These studies have focused on examining the effects of networked, digital infrastructure on the management and regulation various urban systems, and urban governance and economy more broadly, providing useful insights into how software-enabled technologies are transforming cities and urban life. However, there is a
major omission in such work: it discusses the effects of digital socio-technical assemblages, but rarely unpacks the constitution and mechanics of those assemblages. For example, a paper might discuss anticipatory governance and its effects on civil liberties, or the security vulnerabilities of the internet of things and its consequences with respect to privacy, without explicating the specific ways in which systems are configured, code and algorithms work, data are parsed and analyzed, users interface, engage, resist, and so on. In part, this is because the socio-technical assemblages are black-boxed and it takes a bit more effort to leverage access or to undertake approaches that would shine a light into the box (see Kitchin 2014b), but it is mainly to do with adopting a viewpoint that examines effects rather than the causes. In Code/Space we illustrated this by comparing approaches that examine the underlying epidemiology of ill-health and the effects of ill-health on the world. Our argument was that whilst one can gain an understanding of the relationship between health and society by studying how ill-health affects social relations, one can gain deeper insights by also considering the specifics of different diseases, their aetiology, and how these manifest themselves in shaping social relations. Similarly, one could examine how telematic networks shape traffic management without studying how such effects are manifestly the result of how the telematic assemblage constituted and configured, with rules and procedures formalised within algorithms and code.

It seems to me, therefore, that we have a major disconnect occurring in the literature. Science and technology scholars are focused on the nature of specific elements of socio-technical systems. Urban scholars are focused on the embedding of digital technologies into urban environments and their social, political and economic effects. Occasionally these perspectives meet, but largely remain apart. A key question, for me at least, is how to marry them into a conceptual whole, or at least place them in productive tension. The solution seems to be to scale the socio-technical perspective up, and drill the urban studies focus down so that they overlap in view and epistemology.

Figure 3 provides an initial attempt at setting out a conceptual framework for what I term ‘programmable urbanism’ -- the instrumented, mutable form of smart cities -- that scales between individual socio-technical assemblages and their components to the city and their dense interconnection and embedding within a wider discursive, political and economic landscape. The framework thus seeks to promote and support research that attempts to simultaneously unpack socio-technical assemblages and chart their interconnections and interdependencies and how they scale to frame and create city life. It thus aims to produce a holistic analysis, examining how programmable urbanism is framed within a wider...
discursive, political and economic landscape (the rhetoric of smart cities, for example) and how it is built, functions and has effects in practice. The apparatus of ‘political economies’, ‘finance’, ‘governmentalities & legalities’, etc. appear in each socio-technical assemblage and the wider landscape of smart cities to denote that there are a multitude of discursive and material elements at play, some supporting individual assemblages and others the broader terrain of city policy, that often align but can also be in conflict. For example, smart city policy within a city might generally support technocratic forms of governance, but preclude some forms due to legal interventions. Yet there could be active discursive field supporting the rollout of precluded socio-technical assemblages.

**Figure 3: A conceptual framework for programmable urbanism**

Enacting this framework through empirical study would be an arduous task for an individual, but it is certainly not beyond the bounds of a research team or network of collaborators. It would also be possible to draw insights by stitching together the findings and ideas from across the literature to create a synoptic analysis. It therefore seems plausible
that its vision could be realised, enabling us to gain an enhanced understanding of the relationship between code and the city that scales from lines of code to the city in action.

IV Conclusion

Cities are rapidly becoming composed of digitally-mediated components and infrastructures, their systems augmented and mediated by software, with widespread consequences for how they are managed, governed and experienced. A smart city is not a vision of a future city, as often depicted in the media; it already exists in practice through the millions of interconnected, digital socio-technical assemblages embedded into the fabric of cities that frame how people travel, communicate, manage, play, consume, work, and so on. The challenge for critical scholars is to understand the tightening bonds between code and the city: how such bonds are configured and work in practice, and what they mean for how cities operate and citizen’s lives.

My argument in this paper has been that whilst there has been much progress in examining programmable urbanism there is much conceptual and empirical work to be done. To date, the literatures concerning code and the city have remained quite divided, and both have shortcomings. On the one hand, studies that focus on code are narrow in remit, fading out the city, and tend to fetishize code at the expense of the wider socio-technical assemblage within which it is embedded. On the other, studies that focus on the city tend to examine the effects of code but rarely unpacks the constitution and mechanics of the code producing those effects.

My contention has been that we need to marry the ideas within these two literatures to provide a more holistic account of the relationship between code and the city. Building on ideas initially developed in Code/Space (Kitchin and Dodge 2011), I have forwarded two, interlinked conceptual frameworks. The first places code within a wider socio-technical assemblage. The second conceives the city as being composed of millions of such assemblages. In so doing, the latter seeks to provide a means of productively building a conceptual and empirical understanding of programmable urbanism that scales from individual lines of code to the complexity of an entire urban system. It is certainly not comprehensive in scope or captures the complex processes and interdependencies at play. But it does, I believe, provide an initial scaffold for seeking to scale software studies up towards the city and to drill urban studies down towards code.
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